
Taha Khan: 2050

PROLOGUE

2050. Earth has changed. The' fossil fuel scramble' is over. It left earth polluted and barren. Then  
the polar ice melted flooding the world. People look to scientists for help. To the vast sea and the  
fabled freedom of space. On afresh new planet.

The now nautical city of Cambridge is in peril. The long mooring chain, underneath the sea
embedded in the ground, of the historical city is threatening to come loose. Leaving the greatest
scientific city to be lost. Floating endlessly in the vast expanse of the flooded world. Now another
peril is awakening worse than the current situation leaving everyone on the verge of death.

These are perilous times for the human race.
The people's decisions now could save the human race,
or it could destroy it.

PART 1

Thomas Furmatt hurried along the bustling corridor, a bunch of photomaps and 3D pictures in his
hands, in the twilight of the early morning. He had been up all night, under the freezing depths of
the Cambridge Sea, checking the ever so important chain of Cambridge which stops the city going
adrift. He had made 'a dreadful discovery, down far in the black depths - an unearthing that could
transform the world for the worse. As he hurried, he wiped the sweat off his drenched unruly and
curly ginger hair despite the cold of the winter's night.

Stopping at a door, he hastily tapped the holographic button to the high security conferencing room.
As he stumbled in the lights flickered on. The door slid shut sealing the bustle of the busy corridor
and a robot guard strode forward take Tom's identification. "Good Morning Thomas Furmatt, the
conference starts in three minutes," it said "Would you like a thirty second warning?"

"Yes Robot, I'd like that very much," came the breathless voice. Thomas sat down on the soft
nanofoam chair nearest to him and looked around him. The conferencing room was a large room
with chairs spread out in an oval formation, next to the chairs are small glass hover tables. He set
down his photomap and pictures of the startling discovery. "The meeting will commence in thirty
seconds," announced the Robot. The room rocked slightly from the oncoming wave turning the
nautical city slightly but the citizens got use to the constant rocking, swaying and turning.

The chairs suddenly were filled with important people from around the world; the prime minister of
the UK sat directly in front of Thomas. He knew this was just holograms; computer projected video
images, but to him they were in every way real.

Tom stood up "I am Thomas and I work as a Cambridge chain keeper and scientist and have called
the emergence response team as 1 have made a crucial discovery" he started confidently "As when I
was dow-"
"Just get on with it," snapped the red faced general of the robot army of USA. The meeting with the
VIPs had loosed Tom's tongue and quickened his heart, "When I went to the ground to check the
mooring ring embedded in the ground, part of the ground had been uncovered due to the strong
waves. I found the whole of Old England's nuclear weapons people next to the mooring ring and I 
have done the research and conferred with the necessary people. Due to the shock of the strong



currents they have been triggered to blow up in fourteen days, three hours and seven minutes,"
blurted Tom. Everyone around the conferencing room went silent and deathly pale, this was a
national crisis.

This was end of the world.

"Thank you Thomas, we can take it from here," said the Prime Minster and the holograms flickered
out. He was left alone again.

Twelve days later and nothing had happened they had dismissed Tom just like that. He had received
a video letter instructing him to keep the meeting `hush-hush'. Leaving him to carry on with his
normal life l Now with a nuclear threat and nothing done about it the feeling of disaster was nearer
than ever before.

The whole of the world is in peril. There nothing anyone can do to stop the crisis but he has a plan, 
a plan that might destroy everyone or save them. This, the most desperate battle known to man 
itself.

He knows he will have to act fast.

PART 2

The storm bellowed on in the grey callous clouds high above the sky. Rain pouring on to exposed
roofs and empty walk ways of the man made floating island. The choppy sea flourished on its
banquet of torrential rain and blustery winds. A single figure hurried across a drenched walkway 
clad in rainproof clothing, to an equally saturated door and waited a moment before darting in.

Inside the robot house attendant fussed over the new arrival's clothes like a mother over muddy
boot on a clean floor. Thomas  dismissed the attendant and took off his coat looking at his
surroundings. The house was a small two floor house fully equipped with hologram technology. 
This was his twin brother's house, Daniel Furmatt the technology genius and the mastermind behind 
the robots, reasoning and brainpower. Tom and Dan used to be the mischief masters of their school,
Dan hacking the school system and Tom making general mischief.

"Hi, Tom how ya doing" said Dan smiling, Tom smiled back he knew his brother would not be 
smiling after he had heard the news.

"Let's get to the point we don't have much time." Said Tom, his voice serious. For a few hours they
talked about the mounting urgency of the situation. With Tom's scientific knowledge and Dan's
robotic power they had made a simple plan to make the disaster a thing of the past. Maybe it was
too simple.

They would take the strongest aquabots to deactivate the nuclear by pulling out the uranium, which
will fuel the explosion and saving everyone on the planet from a nuclear death. Now Tom could
relax, it was all over. Putting his feet up on the nanofoam sofa he nodded off to sleep , a deep sleep.

Tom was back, down in the sea with Cambridge above him checking the chain's links 
systematically. Checking the air left in the breathing tank he delved further in to the murky 
blackness of the cold water. As he swam further, a great shadow loomed, intrigued he swam 
quicker. The shadow became a cluster of objects in a small fissure near the anchor ring all in rows 
pointing, at an angle, at the sky. Tom swam close to what looked like a control panel and wiped the 
debris off it. With a beep, the old plasma screen display illuminated with a fifteen day countdown 
scheduled. He looked around confused; what had he set off? Then with a sickening feeling in his 



stomach, he saw it. It was the unmistakeable yellow and black symbol of a nuclear bomb.

Tom awoke drenched in sweat, breathing heavily he got up, "No!" He whispered "I started this and I
have ended it" he gulped heavily "No one should know I started it, by accident," he climbed off the
sofa. Then the holophone rang and Dan appeared on screen. Thomas jumped up, "is it done?
Its finished isn't it," but noticing Dan's grim face his, his face also fell. "What happened?" Asked 
Tom nervously, "its failed the uranium is too heavy to lift under water and the aquabots are stranded
under the sea. He tapped a few buttons and sighed. "Let's hope the authorities think of something."
"When are they going to break the news to the people of the world, it'll cause international panic."
Dan merely shrugged and slumped in his chair.

1 HOUR REMAINING.

Thomas burst in to the room startling the person inside. Before Tom entered he was staring at the
countdown, it read 00.59.45, just gone one hour.
"Dan! I've got an ideal Quick get the computer on! We're going to save the world I" exclaimed Tom,
"Get the molten concrete war cannon to point to the sea at..." he paused looking down at his
calculations "...an angle of minus 28.3° degrees and a velocity of 854," mystified, Dan typed the
numbers in. Only to be confronted by an error, "I can't there's a firewall in place" said Dan shakily.
Tom slapped his brother on the back and said "Oh the greatest hacker New Netherhall School had
ever seen defeated by an undersized firewall? I don't think so!"

With a cheeky grin he started pressing buttons furiously, hacking into the firewall. After a long 
pause the hacking was complete.

10 SECONDS REMAINING...

"I am aiming the molten concrete at the nuclear weapons hopefully, covering the bomb, but the
cannon is not serviced giving it a 79% chance of working:"
4
"It's a risk we'll have to take" he said, pressing the button.
1
The molten concrete hit the water and travelled to the bomb. Still glowing it covered the threat,
cooling, it set in.
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